SOME ASYMPTOTIC THEOREMS FOR ABSTRACT
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
S. ZAIDMAN1
Abstract.
We consider in this paper results on differential equations with time independent
operators; uniqueness of solutions
which are bounded in the Stepanoff norm as well as weak almostperiodic solutions are some of the topics here considered.

Introduction. In this paper, which is closely related with some of our
previous publications,
a number of results concerning differential
equations in Hilbert and Banach spaces are derived. They concern
asymptotic behaviour, boundedness and almost-periodicity.
1. Our first result, a very simple one, is "essentially" the Theorem
in [l]. Here it is given in its natural, operator case framework.

1

Theorem
1. Let H be a Hilbert space, A a closed linear operator in
H with dense domain DiA); A* be its adjoint operator, and suppose
that for a real 8 the relations

Re(4x, x) ^ fiix, x),

Vx £ D(A),

Re(A*y, y) ^ B(y, y),

Vv £ D(A*)

are verified. Let uit),

(1.2)

t^O—»P(4),

be a strong solution

of equation

u'it) = Auit).

Then \\u(t)\\ ge<"||«(0)|| holds, Vt^O.
Proof. Let us put v(t)=e-^'u(t).
Then v'it) = iA-8I)vit).
It is
easy to see that 4 —81 is the infinitesimal
generator of a strongly
continuous one-parameter
semigroup P/s(0 such that 11P^(f)11gjl. We
see also the representation
vit) = Tpit)viO); consequently
\\v(t)\\

^\\v(0)\\=\\u(0)\\and\\u(t)\\^\\u(0)\\.
Now, a very simple result about
orem 2 in [l]) is the

asymptotic

behaviour

(cf. The-
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Theorem 2. Let us have (1.1) with /3<0. Then iffoEH
u(t), t^0^>D(A) is solution of

(1.3)

is given and

u'(t) = Au(t)+U

There exists w0EH

such that lim^,,, u(t) =wo-

Proof. It follows easily that A-1 exists and belongs to £(H, H).
We consider wa=—A~lfo, and put v(t)=u(t)— w0. We have v'(t)
= Av(t); apply Theorem 1 and we get, as j3<0, lim,-,,, u(t) =w0.
Our next result is a simple generalization
of Lemma 1 in our
paper [2].

Theorem 3. Let Hibe a Banach space, and TtE£(%, £), t^O, be a one
parameter strongly continuous semigroup, such that ||F<|| ^Meei, B<0,
t ^ 0. Let A be its infinitesimal generator and u(t), — <&<t< + &>—*D(A),
be a strong solution of u'(t) =Au(t). Then if supieiei/]+1||M(o-)||2aV< °°
it follows u(t) =6 for every real t.
Remark. Similar results are given in our paper [3].
Proof. We see firstly the representation:
u(t) = Tt-tau(t0), Vt^t0.
Then
we remark
existence
of a sequence
(OT such that
lim,,-*, tn= — <x>and such that sup„e9?||tt(£n)|| =L< 00. Next for arbitrary real t we take n large enough in order to have tn<t and consequently u(t) = Tt-tnU(tn). So we derive ||«(0|| ^MeKt~tn) -L; for n—><*>

we get u(t) =0.
2. In this section we give a complement
to our result on almostperiodicity of certain relatively-compact
valued vector functions (see
[4]) by taking into account weakly almost-periodic
solutions (of
abstract differential equations). Remember that if £ is a Banach space
and X* its strong dual, a continuous function/(0,
— °° <t< + 00—>3-is
weakly almost-periodic
when (x*, f(t)) is Bohr-almost-periodic
for
every x*GX*- Our result is the following

Theorem 4. In the Banach space £, consider a strongly continuous
one-parameter semigroup TtE£(x', £) such that lim(_>MTtx = 6, VxG£Let also QE£&,
£) be a compact operator commuting with Tt, V72^0.
Its inverse Q~x exists on a dense set in %, and the adjoint (Q*1)* is defined on a dense set in 26*. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of Tt;
f(t) a continuous weakly almost-periodic function — °° <t< + 00—»36;
u(t) a strong solution, on the whole real axis of equation u'(t) =Au(t)
+f(t),such that supfsiji ||«(0|| < °° • Then u(t) is weakly almost-periodic.
Proof.
formula

We remark

first, as a standard

result, the representation
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uit) = Tt-tou{o) + f Tt_afis)ds,
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t ^ t0.

J to

Next we see that: if git), — °o <t< + «>—>£, is a bounded function
such that (x*, git)) is almost-periodic
for a dense set of elements in
the dual space •£*, then git) is weakly almost-periodic.
The result is
a corollary of the fact that uniform convergent on P1 sequences of
almost-periodic functions have almost periodic limit. A simple remark now is that wit)=Qu{t)
has representation

wit) = ZV(ow('o)+ f Tt^(Qf)(s)ds,

t ^ to

J h

and that range of w(t) is relatively

compact

in X as i£P'.

Then we

have
Lemma. // hit) is continuous weakly almost-periodic, /£P1—*3E, and
if Q is a compact operator ££(£, £) then Qh is strongly almost-periodic.
In fact hit) is bounded, hence Qh has relatively compact range.
Moreover Qh(t) is weakly almost-periodic
too; by well-known facts
Qh(t) is strongly almost-periodic.
By this Lemma, Qf is almost-periodic.
We apply our Theorem 1
in [4] and obtain that w(t)=Qu(t)
is almost-periodic.
Then u(t)

= Q-1w(t)=Q~1Qu(t). We take now x*ED((Q~1)*) (which is dense
in X*).
We have (x*, Q~1Qu(t)) = ((Q-1)*x*, w(t)) which is almost-periodic
Bohr. From the above made remarks, u(t) is weakly almost-periodic.

3. Here we remember

a certain natural

generalization

of almost-

periodic functions.
Definition
3.1. Let hit), 0^t<
00, be a continuous function with
values in the Banach space £. We say that hit) is in the class ffij when
the set of translates
(h(t+v))v&{> is a relatively compact set in the

space C[0, » ; £].
Definition
3.2. Let h(t) be a continuous function, 0^t<
00—>£.
We say that h(t) is in the class ffj when Ve>0, 3Pe>0, Nt>0, such
that in every interval

[a, a+L]C

[0, «>), 3fe with property

sup||A(<+ r.)-*(0||s

<€.

t>N(

In the Appendix of our paper [l] a proof of the inclusion (Bj C^J

is

indicated.
Definition
3.3. A continuous function, 0^t< <»-+£, h(t) is called
weakly-(Bj (resp. weakly -fjj) if, for each x*££*,
(x*, h(t)) is in
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class (B+ (resp $F+) corresponding

that if g(t)E$$,

[July

to 36= scalar field. It is easy to see

then, Vx*G£*, <x*, g(t))E5+.

Also, we have the

standard
proof of the fact that uniform limits on 0^t<
oo of sequences (hn(t))iE'St
belong to the same class. We do now a simple
observation, connected with Theorem 5 in [l ]. We have precisely the

Theorem 5. Let Hbea Banach space; Tt, t ^ 0—»£(£, H),bea strongly
continuous one-parameter semigroup, such that ||r(|| 5=M, t^O. Let A
be its infinitesimal generator and u(t), t^0^>D(A),
be a strong solution
of the equation: u'(t)=Au(t),
t^O. Suppose that u(t) has relatively
compact trajectory; then u(t)E"SiProof. We have as usual, representation
u(t) = Ttu(0), t^O. We
prove
that
u(t)E(&xConsider
the set of vector-functions:
{u(t+r}) },ao= { F(+,w(0) },ao- By relative compactness
we may find
a sequence (r)n)i C [0, co) such that (Tlnu(0))",j
in 36. Then {u(t+t)n) }n=i is a Cauchy sequence

is a Cauchy sequence
in C[0, oo ; £]. This

follows from the obvious estimate:

||r(+,„M(o)- 7V*,«(0)|| ^ ||rj| ||r,„«(0) - rfc«(0)||
g M\\u(rjn)

We complement

this result by another

— u(nm)\\.

one, on weak-ffj;

solutions.

Theorem 6. Let Hbea Banach space; Tt, t^ 0—*£ (26,H),bea strongly
continuous one-parameter
semigroup such that ||F(|| ^M, t^O. Let A
be its infinitesimal
generator; suppose that for a complex Xo, operator
(Xo—A)~~xis a linear compact operator in 26; suppose also the adjoint
operator A* be densely defined in 36*. Consider then u(t), 1^0^>D(A)
a strong solution of u'(t)=Au(t),
t^O, such that ||w(0||^M,
tg^O.

Then u(t) is weakly-3% .
Proof.
We
vector-function
we obtain v(t)
trajectory.
We

have again: u(i) = Ttu(0), t^O. Denote by v(t) the
(X0—A)"1 u(t). Because Tt commutes with (X0—A)~x
= Ttv(0), and moreover v(t) has relatively
compact
apply the previous theorem and get v(t)E3xHence

u(t) = (\o-A)v(t).
Take then x*ED(A*).
We have <x*, u(t))
= (x*, (\0-A)v(t)) = ((Xo-A)*x*,
v(t)) = (y*, v(t)). Applying the
previous remarks our result follows.
We end this paper giving, in a concrete case an effective criterium
in order that for a given semigroup Tt, the trajectory
{Ttx}t^o be
relatively
compact
(see Theorem
5). Consider the space L>(FP),
1 gp< oo. Remember
a necessary
and sufficient condition for a set
&ELp(Rn) to be relatively compact:

(i) fRn\u(x)\pdx^M,

VuEG.,
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(ii) limp-.ao/je" | wp(x)| pdx = 0 uniformly
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on w£(J;

here wp(x) = w(x),

|x| >p and Mp(x)=0 for |x| ^p.
Call ip; <#>—>4>p,
LP-^LP, the truncation

(iii) limiM^o Jr" | (f/,« —«)(x)|p
Here

operator,

dx = 0, uniformly

G"am)(x) =w(x-f-fe) is the translation

Theorem

7. Let Tt, ^0->£(2>(Pn),

strongly continuous semigroup such that
Tt commutes with the truncation operator
translation
operator fA for each hERnfor fixed cpoELpiRn), a relatively compact
The proof is immediate

if we apply

on

operator.

Then

PP(P")),

lg£<°o,

m£(2.

we have

&e a

||Pj|| ^Af, /^0. Suppose that
tp, for each p > 0 and with the
Then the set &= { 2/0o}iao is,
set in L"iR").
the previous

criterium.
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